Friston Forest MTB discussion
Breakdown of interest group representation
These charts provide and overview of the
discussion held on the future of mountain
biking in Friston Forest. For more details
please visit
www.forestry.gov.uk/fristonforest

Dog walkers
19%

Cycling interest
19%

This chart is for illustrative purposes
only and is intended to provide an
indication of the range of interest
groups represented during the
discussion. To create this
information we used 'tags' on the
Dialogue App to broadly designate
the idea as being supportive of a
distinct activitiy. We were then able
to export this data and create the
chart within a spreadsheet.
The chart aims to provide a simple
overview of the ideas generated by
groups involved IE 31% of the ideas
posted related to ideas suggesting
that groups could work together to
find the best way forward.
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Friston Forest MTB Discussion
Breakdown of ideas discussed

FC comment
8%

Bike park
6%

Safety concerns
14%

Limit development
20%

Voluntary support
3%
Funding
6%

Designate trails
23%

Keep existing trails
11%

Code of
conduct
6%
Area signage
3%

This chart is for illustrative purposes
only and is intended to provide an
indication of the range of topics
discussed. To create this
information we used 'tags' on the
Dialogue App to broadly classify the
ideas into similar topic areas. We
were then able to export this data
and create the chart within a
spreadsheet.
The chart aims to provide a simple
overview of ideas discussed IE 14%
of the ideas posted related to
concerns contributors had about
safety.
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Permit to ride?
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Managed but still organic?
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Warning
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Is our peaceful forest disappearing?
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Friston Forest MTB discussion
Top ten ideas with most comments

Designated trails
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MTB Friston

Manage trails, manage users

10

Compromise is key…. FOR ALL USERS
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Stars
Trail centre, Activity Centre

Nominated trails

Votes

These ideas created the greatest
debate. The stars indicate how
well supported the ideas were and
the votes indicate how motivated
people were to vote.
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Managed but still organic?

2

A summary & a possible solution

3

Handbuilt single tracks

4

No signs- just old fashioned courtesy
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Friston Forest MTB discussion
Top ten highest rated ideas

Minimise impact of bikes on other users

Stars
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Thanks for the comments
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Nominated Trails
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Known routes

10

Votes
MTB is my only access to the forest

Keeping in touch

Comments

These ideas were all 5 star rated, which
indicates a high level of positive support
with no negative views. The number of
votes indicates how motivated people
were to vote on the idea, so a 5 star idea
with only 1 vote isn't as popular as one
with 9 votes.
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